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The National ffiareagiffif Stawards provides a continuous day and
night broadcast of aiaflfexd frequencies and related services from its

radio station WWV at j^ltsv^le, Md«* , near Washington, D®C. This makes
widely available at allN^es the following services: (l) standard radio
frequencies, (2) standard time intervals accurately synchronized with
basic time signals, (3) standard audio frequencies, (4) standard musical
pitch, 440 cycles per second, corresponding to A above middle C. Radio
carrier frequencies of 2.5., 5» 10 » and 15 megacycles per second are
currently in use as stated in the announcement "Standard frequency broad-
cast service of National Bureau of Standards," obtainable on request®
Address request to National Bureau of Standards, Washington 25, D.C,

As stated in the announcement, the accuracy of all the frequencies,
radio and audio, as transmitted, is better than a part in 10,000,000®
Transmission effects in the medium (Doppler effect, etc.) may result
in slight fluctuations in the audio frequencies as received at a parti-
cular place; the average frequency received is, however, as accurate as
that transmitted. The time interval marked by the pulse every second is

accurate to better than 10 microseconds (= 0.000 01 second). The modu-
lation frequencies 440 and 4000 cycles per second are not broadcast during
the first minute of each five minutes starting on the hour and each five
minutes thereafter. This marks time intervals of 1 minute, 4 minutes,

5 minutes, and longer which are accurate to a part in 10,000,000 and
whose beginnings and ends are synchronized with the seconds pulses. The
beginning of the periods when the audio frequencies are off are so

synchronized with the basic time service of the U.S. Naval Observatory
that they mark accurately the hour and the successive 5“mintlte periods.

The broadcast on 5, 10 , and 15 megacycles per second is from 10-
kilowatt transmitters having power outputs, when modulated, of 9*4 kw
for 5 Mc/s, 9.1 kw for 10 Mc/s, and g.9 kw for 15 Mc/s. The power out-
put on 2*5 Mc/s is 1.0 kw. Peak amplitude modulation is 100 percent.
Two or more carrier frequencies are on the air at all times, and reason-
ably good 24-hour service is provided over much of the world.
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la 'pa.'b-iag us® ©f tb@ broadcast, ©a© should select the carrier fre-

quency that gives “best reception at a particular time in a given locality*

This cam b® don® “by tua.ia<g to the different frequencies and selecting

the most suitable s @r by making a study of conditions that affect the

propagation of radio-frequency waves®. . She latter is a fairly involved

pr©e®dur© bQC&ms© ©f the larg© number of variables® AXso, a separate

calculation must b© mad© for each transmission path, this being appli-

cable ©mly for a particular time ©f day, season , and year* and certain

phenomena* as yet unpredictable* are involved* Fortunately, these vari-

ations are not rapid and it is possible to give an approximate guide

to choosing the carrier frequency for best reception® The following

tabular data are for radio receivers located in the northern hemisphere

between latitudes of approximately 20 and 50 degrees and local times of

noon and midnight at Washington© Reception conditions at other times

of day may b® estimated by assuming a gradual change from one condition

to the other© Th® ground wav® from the transmitter may b© received on

each of the frequencies out to distances of about JjO miles® Beyond
this distance 0 a skipped area Is usually found, and beyond this, the

area in which good reception is normally possible® There are times of

poor reception because of ionospheric storminess or transient effects
which disturb the upper-air regions through which high-frequency radio
waves travels

Table 1

Approximate Distance Ranges, Summer 1-945 and 1946

Local
Time

frequency,
bq/b

Tone Exception,
Miles

Carrier Frequency
Reception, miles

Midnight 2,500 0 to 1100 0 to 1900
Midnight 5*600 300 to 2500 300 to 3000
Midnight 10,000 1200 to 10,000 1200 to 12,000
Midnight 15 ,000 2000 t© 10,000 1800 to 12,000

Boon 5,000 0 to 350 0 to 600
Boon 10,000 450 t© 1300 400 to 2200
loon 15,000 goo t© 3500 700 to 6500

Table 2

Approximate Distance Ranges 9 Winter 1945-46

Midnight 2,500 0 t© 2000 0 t® 5000
Midnight 5 8ooo 400 t© 8000 300 to 8500
Midnight 10,000 900 t© 9500 800 to 11,000
Midnight 15*000 spcratic propagation sporatlc propagation
Boon 5*000 0 to 900 0 to 1400
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Reception of the different frequencies can he improved hy using
selective and directive receiving antennas located some distance from
local noise sources, and connected to the radio receiver with a low-
impedance low-loss transmission line® There is a possibility of improv-

ing reception by using more than one radio receiver operating on dif-

ferent frequencies or the same frequency and different antennas and
having combined outputs. Noise and other types of interference can

be considerably reduced by inserting in the antenna connections, ad-

jacent to the receiver, a bridge circuit arrangement one arm of which
contains a quartz crystal-unit and reactance adjustable to series re-
sonance at the radio carrier frequency desired.

Part 1A (page 4 hereof) gives methods of using the standard
radio frequencies for the adjustment or measurement of standard oscil-
lators in simple cases where the frequencies have such numerical
values as t® be readily checked directly. Caution is necessary when
making radio-frequency measurements to avoid confusion between the
carrier frequency and the side frequencies, due to modulation. The
side frequencies may be largely eliminated by using a quartz crystal-
filter similar to that described in the preceding paragraph.

Part IB (page 5 hereof) gives details for the checking of very
low frequency and low-frequency oscillators (10 to 300 kc/s) of any
value, and medium-frequency oscillators (300 to 3 »000 kc/s) which
are multiples of 10 ks. Two examples of measurement ax© given.

Part 1C (page 7 hereof) give© details for the checking of medium-
frequency, high-frequency, and very high-frequency oscillators of any
value (300 ke/s to 300 Mc/s) , An example of measurement is given.

Part ID (page 8 hereof

)

gives details for the cheeking of very
high, and ultra-high-frequency oscillators of any value (30 Mc/s to

3,000 Mc/s), An example of measurement is given.

Part 2 (page 11 ) describee the us© of the standard time inter-
vals or seconds pulses. The seconds pulses are of value in physical
measurements, in geodetic, seismologlcal, and similar work, and in
rapid checking of pendulums and chronometer rates, and wherever short
time intervals of great accuracy are needed. There are accurately
synchronized with basic time signals of the U,S. Naval Observatory
and they mark accurately the hour and the successive 5-mla^® periods.

Part 3 (page 13) describes methods of u©ing the 4000 cycles and
and 440 cycles as standard audio frequencies. This part gives
methods of checking a local frequency, controlling a source of audio
or other frequency, and producing a standard of time rate.

Part 4 (page IS) gives information on the continuous broadcast
of the standard musical pitch, 440 cycles per second, for musicians.

g-jirsV
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musical instrument manufacturers » and others interested in standard

pitch*

Part 5 (page 19) includes two schematic diagrams which show in "block

form the equipment used at WW®

Part 6 (page 19) is "a bibliography*, in which references are given to

articles describing other methods of frequency measurement, and device®

for us® in frequency measurements® The references describe methods

which rang© from those using very simple apparatus and giving results

only moderately accurate , to those using complicated apparatus and giving

results accurate to better than a part in ten million®

Part Lfe, ” Checking Standard Oscillator s - Submultiple Frequencies ®

Standard oscillators are usually mad© to operate at frequencies
which are submultiples of the radio frequencies broadcast by W, for
example 10® 5®

9

100, 50® ke/s etc® The method of measurement consists

of obtaining a beat frequency, in the radio receivers output, between a
harmonic of the oscillator under test and one of the W¥V radio carrier
frequencies® The harmonic of the oscillator under test must result in an
audible difference frequency, preferably below 10,000 cycles per second,
and this frequency must b® measured® She equipment involved in a fre-
quency comparison consists of one, two, or three separate device®
depending on the magnitude of the harmonic output of the oscillator
under test and whether its frequency is to be measured or only adjusted
to the correct values

M amplitude-modulation radio receiver is one necessary require-
ment* Ms© any receiver capable of picking up one of the standard fre-
quencies broadcast is suitable; however, on© of the many good communi-
cation-type receivers is better® Receiver features that provide con-
venience ar® direct-reading frequency dial, positive-vernier tuning
driv© § band-spread tuning at any point in the frequency range , carrier-
strength or signal-strength meter, and a quarts crystal-filter for each
Wf carrier frequency received®

If harmonic output of the standard oscillator under test is low,
equipment should be supplied for intensifying the harmonics® (One type
of harmonic generator is shown as the circuit arrangement associated
with one tub© in Fig® l)

®

Coupling between the r—f input of ih© receiver and the output of
the local oscillator or its associated harmonic generator should be ad-
justed in addition to the receiving set controls until suitable audi-
bility of the difference frequency is obtained® The standard oscillator
is then high or low by the difference frequency®
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To measure this heat frequency or difference frequency, a stop-*

watch, a heat counter, an audio-frequency meter, frequency bridge,,

calibrated oscillator or other device may be used. The difference
frequency in cycles per second divided by the WWV carrier frequency
in megacycles per second gives the deviation expressed as parts in a
million®

To determine whether the standard oscillator is high or low one

may change its frequency in a known direction and observe whether
the difference frequency increases or decreases® If an adjustment of

the standard oscillator frequency is undesirable, additional equip-
ment is required and may consist of on© of the following!

(1) A radio receiver with sufficient selectivity to separate the

standard and unknown frequency* This usually requires a crystal
filter®

(2) A manually operated phase shifter connected in the output of

the standard oscillator* Advancing or retarding the phase is qqulv©?=

lent to increasing or decreasing the frequency. The change occurs
only during the phase-shifting operation.

(3 ) A cathode-ray oscilloscope for observing a lower frequency,
derived from the oscillator (for example, 1000 or 4000 cycles per
second) with respect to 'the WW7 modulation frequency. (See Section 3
hereof on audio-frequency measurements).

(4) An auxiliary oscillator- that can he adjusted first to zero

heat with WW and then to the oscillator frequency. The direction of
the latter adjustment then determines whether the standard oscillator
is high or low.

( 5 ) A heat frequency oscillator (supplied as standard equipment on

communication-type radio receivers) can he adjusted to zero heat with
WF and then the- direction of frequency adjustment noted which gives
zero heat when the oscillator under measurement is received alone.
This method requires care and a knowledge of whether the local heter-
odyne oscillator of the radio receiver is high or low.

Part IB - Incommensurate Subaultiple Frequencies . - Low-frequency
oscillators of any value - Medium-frequency oscillators which are
multiples of 10 kc/s.

A few standard oscillators are designed for frequencies that hear
no integral eubmultiple ratio to all the standard frequencies broad-
cast from VfWT, for example, 60 kc/e, 108 kc/s, and 150 kc/s. To
measure or adjust these oscillators, the main components of apparatus
described in part 1A are required. An auxiliary oscillator is a

g-JiT/tf
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necessary component . It should he designed to have good frequency sta*

bility over a short period of time. A fundamental frequency of 100 kc/@

is preferred for the auxiliary oscillator and its output should he

followed with a harmonic generator® This method is applicable to a

stable oscillator of any radio frequency below about 300 ?ae/@ said any fre-

quency up to about 3000 kc/s that is a multiple of 10 ke/s.

Measurements are made by first setting the auxiliary oscillator to

exactly 100 kc/s in terms of the s tan dard-frequency broadcast. A radio

receiver is then tuned to a frequency which is a harmonic of the aux-

iliary oscillator and at the same time a harmonic of the oscillator to be

measured. Let f be the unknown frequency and let a and b equal integers

2 , 3*4 etc. , then

100a « bf

Values of a and b as high as 1000 have been used. The expression can

not be satisfied exactly for all frequencies below about 300 kc/s. When
this is the case it is necessary to select a harmonic of the 100-kc

auxiliary oscillator that is within audio rang© of a harmonic of the

oscillator frequency to be measured. The difference frequency is then

determined and taken into account in a measurement or adjustment (se©

example on this page).

Example of measurement .- Consider a piezo oscillator of 108 kc/®
which it is desired to measure to a high degree of accuracy. The mini-
mum amount of measuring equipment consists of a stable auxiliary oscil-
lator, a frequency-calibrated radio receiver, and beat-frequency measuring
apparatus. The auxiliary oscillator is adjusted to 100 kc/s in terms of
WWV. Then from the foregoing expression,

100a - 108b

which for minimum beat frequency in this case is satisfied for the 27th
harmonic of the 100-kc auxiliary oscillator and the 25th harmonic of
the 108-kc piezo oscillator. These harmonics have the same nominal fre-
quency, 2700 kc/s. A radio receiver is then tuned to 2J00 kc/s and the
difference frequency or beat frequency measured. A high or low determina-*
tion is made as outlined under part LA of this pamphlet. Beat-frequency
measuring equipment is not necessary when the only requirement is to ad-
just the piezo oscillator to correct frequency. Higher harmonics can
be used, which will increase the beat frequency, and in some cases, the
accuracy of measurement. In the foregoing example the tuning of the
radio receiver could be 5*400 kc/s, 10,800 kc/s, 16,200 kc/s, or even
higher frequencies. The difference frequency in cycles divided by the
frequency In megacycles to which the radio receiver is tuned gives the
deviation expressed as parts in a million.

Example of Measurement when the expression 100a » bf can not be
exactly satisfied at harmonic frequencies that are low enough for uracil—
cal use. Consider a piezo oscillator of 3OX .5 kc/s; the harmonic of
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this- frequency, which is also a harmonic of 100 kc/s, is too high
for reception on ordinary radio receivers. However, one may select

a lower harmonic that is almost a multiple of 100 kc/s as shown in

the following table

i

Harmonics
Ho.

UloiTf^T"
Frequency

Radio receiver
tuned to

Beat note

kc/s cycles

65 19 * 597.5 19,600 2500
66 19*699 19,900 1000

67 20 ,200.5 20,200 500
6g 20,502 20,500 2000

69 20 ,803.5 20,800 3500

The frequency of the piezo oscillator is then determined by
measuring the beat note that exists between it and a harmonic of the

100 kc/s, adding or subtracting this as the case may be, to the
latter harmonic frequency, aid dividing the results by the harmonic
number. The C and D scales of a slide rule are useful in determining
which harmonics of a given frequency are multiples of 100 kc/s.

Part 1C ~ Medium-Frequency 9 High-Frequency, and Very High-Frequency
Oscillators of Any Value .

The method of measurement is the same as that already described,
i.e., the beat note between the unknown frequency and a known fre-
quency derived from a previously standardized local auxiliary oscil-
lator is measured. A high or low determination is made and the beat
frequency added to or subtracted from the known derived frequency.
Measurements are made at the fundamental of the unknown oscillator
frequency® A requirement is that the beat frequency never exceed 5000
cycles per second because higher beat frequencies are not as audible
and do not pass through the intermediate- and audio-frequency ampli-
fiers of the ordinary radio receiver. Additional equipment is necessary
to supply known frequencies, multiples of 10 kc/s separated by 10 kc/s,
multiples of 20 kc/s separated by 20 kc/s, multiples of 100 kc/s
separated by 100 kc/s, and multiples of 1000 kc/s separated by 1000 kc/s.
The 20-kc and 10-kc multiples are not required at the same time; the

others are. Furthermore, all derived frequencies should have approxi-
mately the same amplitude© Their ampltude should be high enough for
satisfactory reception throughout the desired frequency range up to

300 Mc/s. A circuit arrangement suitable for supplying various derived
frequencies (harmonics) is shown in Fig. 1, An arrangement of equip-
ment for a frequency measurement is shown in Fig. 2 ; this also shows
the auxiliary oscillator requirements which may be a 1000-kc oscillator
and frequency dividers for supplying the lovrer frequencies 100 kc/s,
20 kc/s, and 10 kc/s, or a frequency multiplier may be used for supplying
1000 kc/s from a 100 kc/s oscillator. Since 10 kc/s and 20 kc/s are

y -js'/V
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not needed at the same time, one frequency divider could "be used. Availar-

hie frequencies from the harmonic-generator modulator may he represented

where and lg are harmonic numbers or integers, extending up to

300 or more and Eg UP to 5* % 13 either 10 kc/s and its harmonics or

20 kc/s and its harmonics.

With equipment as shown in Pig. 2, a measurement is made by first

adjusting the auxiliary oscillator to exact frequency in terms of WWV.

Then the radio receiver on which WWV was received, or preferably a second
radio receiver is adjusted to receive the unknown and known frequencies
at the same time. The harmonic-generator modulator equipment is supplied
with the frequencies 1000 kc/s, 100 kc/s, and 20 or 10 kc/s in the order
given until a beat note is obtained and measured. The radio receiver is

then calibrated to determine which of the known frequencies was being
received to give the beat frequency. A high or low determination is

made as previously described, part 1A, and the measurement completed.
Calibration points on the radio receiver can be located by observing its
signal strength meter or by operating its beat-frequency oscillator, the
latter giving aural indications at each of the known frequency points, as
the receiver is tuned.

On certain radio receivers of poor stability and crowded frequency
scale, the determination of its calibration to the nearest 1000 kc/s may
be difficult; in such cases the auxiliary equipment could be further im-
proved by addition of known output frequencies of 5000 kc/s or even
10,000 kc/s®

Example of measurement .- Consider a stable unknown frequency of approxi-
mately 33.2?5»2 kc/s which it is desired to measure in terms of the
standard frequency broadcast. Fig. 2 is a schematic arrangement of
equipment considered* rive .operations may be listed as necessary and
distinct:

(1) Adjustment of auxiliary oscillator to 1000 kc/s in terms of WWV
using radio receiver Ho. 1.

(2) Adjustment of radio receiver Ho. 2 for reception with approxi-
mately the same amplitude of the harmonic-generator modulator output
and the unknown frequency.

(3) Calibration of the radio receiver No. 2 for frequencies of 33,000
ke/s, 33.100 kc/s, 33.200 kc/s, 33,300 kc/s, and 33,280 kc/s.

(4) Measurement of the difference frequency or beat frequency when
the No. 2 receiver is tuned to 33,280 kc/s.
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B®. I. Henaonic Generator Modulator, simplified schematic.

FIG. 2. Diogram showing necessary equip°>

ment and its orrongement for very high

frequency measurements.

FIG. 3. Diagram showing necessary equip

ment and its arrangement for ultra high

frequency measurements.
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( 5 ) Determination of whether the "beat frequency i3 to he added

to or subtracted from 33 »280 kc/s.

Careful manipulation of the equipment is necessary in carrying

out operations 3 and 5 and it is usually best to recheck the results.

In this case the frequency of the auxiliary oscillator could be de-

creased a small amount and the beat frequency noted to decrease, thus

indicating that the beat frequency 4g00 cycles is to be subtracted
from 33 »280 kc/s to give the result 33*275*2 kc/s. However, high or

low determinations could be made by other methods outlined in part
1A of this pamphlet.

Part ID - Very High-Frequency and Ultra—High-Frequency Oscillators,
Alternate Method ,

Oscillators in this region, up to 3000 megacycles, can be
measured by the method previously described; however, it is required
that they have unusual frequency stability and that a very selective
radio receiver having ample band spread be used. The method here
described is a modification of that shown in Pig, 2, and with it

(see Fig, 3) frequency measurements can be made more quickly and con-
veniently.

Equipment required isS

(1) Two local auxiliary oscillators; a desirable arrangement is to

have the frequency of one equal to twice that of the other, A single
oscillator may be used and the second frequency obtained by frequency
division or multiplication.

(2) A calibrated oscillator Adjustable over a range of frequency
equhl to half that of the lowest- auxiliary oscillator frequency and
starting at the low audio frequencies,

( 3 ) A harmonic-generator modulator similar to that shown in Fig, 1

except having one less tube,

(4) A calibrated radio receiver capable of receiving the frequency
to be measured.

Output from the local auxiliary oscillator and from the cali-
brated adjustable oscillator is supplied to the harmonic-generator
modulator making available at its output frequencies which may be re-
presented as

F^K 1*2 ; F^Kg Fg; ^1^3 - ^2 ®

•

where F^ is the auxiliary oscillator frequency and Fg is the adjustable

oscillator frequency, K, K^, £5 etc, represents harmonic numbers or
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integers which ar© determined from the calibration of radio receiver
¥0 ® 2, Fig® 3® Adjustment of Fg can he mad© so that radio waiver H©»2

will respond t© any frequency to which it is tuned® There is on© dis«*

advantage of the method, viz, when Fg is adjusted so that its frequency
is very near the value i®s® midway between S and Xg, bwo

closely spaced frequencies appear in the Imrmonie-generator modulator;
to eliminate this it is necessary t© use a second auxiliary oscillator
frequency? one having a value equal to 2*1 is suitable© An arrangement
©f this kind may be considered as first supplying all harmonics of a
given auxiliary oscillator frequency, and second supplying only the

even harmonics of the same frequency©

In making a frequency measurement five operations ar© necessary!

(1) Adjustment of auxiliary oscillator to exact frequency in terra®

of WW using radio receiver Ho# 1®

(2) Adjustment of radio receiver Ho® 2 for reception with approxi-
mately the same amplitude the harmonia«ganerator modulator and the un®
known frequency®

(3) Calibration of radio receiver Ho« 2, 1®©*, determination ©f I
for the foregoing expression#

(4) Adjustment of the calibrated oscillator until zero beat is had
in radio receiver Ho© 2*

(5) Determination ©f whether the frequency arrived at for Fg under
operation (4) is to be added to or subtracted from to give the
correct result©

At the very high frequencies and above, the usual radio receiver
is not sufficiently selective to tell whether Fg added or subtracted©
ihls may be determined by one of the following methods after operation
(4) has been completed®

(a) Increase the unknown frequency until an audible beat note is
obtained; if an increase in Fg is required to restore zero-beat, then
add Fg® If a decrease in JPg is required then subtract Fg®

(b) B©er©&®® fg until an audible beaf»not© is obtained; if increasing
the auxiliary oscillator frequency (Fq) restores z®ro»beat Fg should b©
added, while If a decrease in the auxiliary oscillator frequency is re**
quired Fg should be subtracted®

(c) The reverse ©f method (b)©

Id) Decrease Fg until radio receiver Ho® 2 just cease© to respond
to th© harmonic-generator modulator output; returning this receiver will
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restore the response* If retiming ia to a lower frequency then add

?2» if retiming is to a higher frequency then subtract Eg*

(e) The reverse of method (&) 9

As previously pointed out, whan ?2 is very nearly equal to

the value of l-\ should be increased by 2, 1*@», the second auxiliary

oscillator frequency should be used*

In all the foregoing description, when an audible beat frequency
is heard in radio receiver Ho* 2 without use of the calibrated oscil-
lator, supplying frequency 3*2 » the unknown frequency is very nearly a
multiple of auxiliary oscillator frequency Its measurement is

then done by methods already described under part 3«

Example of Measurement * Consider an unknown frequency of 502,450 fec/s

and frequency measuring equipment consisting of? (a) two auxiliary
oscillators 5000 kc/s and 10,000 ke/e , (b) an adjustable calibrated
oscillator extending from the low audio frequencies to 2500 kc/s,
(c) a harmonic-generator modulator, (d) a radio receiver (No. l) for
WWV, (e) a calibrated radio receiver (No* 2) for the unknown frequency.

The five operations are?

(1) Adjustment of the local oscillators to 5000 and 10,000 kc/s in

terms of WW?, using radio receiver No* 1*

(2) Adjustment of radio receiver No* 2 for reception of the har-
monic-generator modulator output and the unknown frequency with approxi-
mately the same amplitude.

(3) Calibration of radio receiver No* 2 at frequencies of 500,000
kc/s and 505*000 kc/s.

(4) Adjust the calibrated oscillator until zero beat is had in re-
ceiver No. 2; that is, adjust the calibrated oscillator until the
harmonic-generator modulator has an output frequency equal to the un-
known frequency. A value of 2450 kc/s would be obtained.

(5) Determination of whether the calibrated oscillator frequency
arrived at (2450 kc/s) to give the foregoing condition is to he added
to or subtracted from 500,000 kc/g e This may be done by lowering the
calibrated oscillator frequency until receiver No. 2 does not respond
to the harmonic-generator modulator output; however, retuning this re-
ceiver to a lower frequency will restore the response, indicating that
the value 2450 is added to give the result 502,450 kc/s* Other methods
previously described may he used if frequency stability of the un-
known is good.
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The foregoing description of frequency measurement was primarily

intended for measuring the frequency of a local oscillator. The same

principles and methods may be used to measure the frequency of a distant

radio station. In doing- so a superheterodyne type of radio receiver

is nearly always used for reception and one must be careful, when the

field intensity of the station is high and the radio receiver is of

poor quality, that it is not tuned to an image point, i,e,

,

a frequency

which is different by twice the intermediate frequency of the radio

receiver® This can be determined by tuning the radio receiver. If

the. beat note does not change the receiver is correctly tuned. One

must also be sure that the difference frequency obtained is that be-

tween the local oscillator and the radio frequency received; inter-

fering radio stations may give beat frequencies that are misleading.

Part 2 - Standard Time Intervals ,

As stated in the announcement, the time interval marked by a pulse

every second as transmitted is accurate to better than 10 microseconds
(s 0,000 01 second). The 1-minute, 4—minute, and 5’“®ia,

u-te intervals,
synchronized with the seconds pulses and marked by the beginning and
ending of the periods when the audio frequencies are off, are accurate
to a part in 10,000,000, The beginnings of the periods when the audio
frequencies are off are so synchronized with the basic time service
of the U.S. Naval Observatory that they mark accurately the hour and
the successive 5*“miaute periods, thus making the broadcast useful as

a source of time signals.

Under ideal receiving and measuring conditions on® could, with
specialized equipment, measure a single one-minute time interval to

one part in 10,000,000, However, this requires a time determination
to better than 0,000 01 second, which is ordinarily difficult to ob-
tain® longer time intervals can more easily be measured to one part
in 10,000,000; for example an interval of 24 hours, measured to this
accuracy requires a time determination to 0,01 second. For high accu-
racy the radio receiver should have a constant supply voltage and be
correctly tuned, A carrier intensity meter or tuning indicator is de-
sirable for detecting fading. Automatic volume control is helpful.
An oscilloscope with a suitable viewing screen is useful in determining
whether consecutive pulses have the same wave form and whether high
accuracy is possible® Carrier outputs of the radio transmitter are
completely modulated by the seconds—pulses which consist of 5 cycles
of a 1000 cycle per second frequency, A band—pass filter may be used
in the radio receiver output to reduce noise and separate the pulses
from 44q and 4000 cycles® Use of the filter is permissible for most
practical purposes; however, it may cause a slow rise in the pulse
voltage and reduce the accuracy of measurements in certain applications.
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With appropi late chronographs or oscillographic recording equip-

ment the seconds pulses can he used to measure short or long time

intervals. With such equipment, or by visual or aural means, the

seconds pulses can he used to calibrate most time-measuring devices*

The seconds pulses are also useful as a basis of measuring fre-
quencies, One method of using them to measure a constant low fre-
quency, that is known to be in error by lees than •§ cycle per second,

is to observe on a cathode-ray oscilloscope the received seconds
pulses when using the unknown frequency for the sweep frequency. The

frequency of drift of the seconds pulses across the screen is the

error in cycles per second, and whether the unknown is high or low

is determined hy the direction of drift. As an example, consider a
constant unknown frequency of 60*3 cycles controlling a horizontal
sweep which moves from left to right across the oscilloscope screen.

Successive seconds pulses do not appear at the same point in this

case hut drift to the right and appear again at approximately the

same point after about 3 seconds. After 10 seconds and three ex-
cursions across the screen, the pulse appears at exactly the same

point. The frequency of drift across the screen is then 3/10 cycle,
indicating that the unknown frequency is 6o,3 cycles. The method is

applicable, with pulses as received, to frequencies as high as 200
cycles, and can he extended to frequencies of several thousand
cycles hy using a pulse-sharpening circuit arrangement. Constant
frequencies differing only a small amount from a whole-number value
can he measured very accurately, For example, consider a frequency
of 100 cycles; if, after three hours, the pulse returns to the same
point on the oscilloscope screen the 100 cycles is in error hy
l/l0,S00 cycle, or is accurate to about 1 part in 1,000,000,

The seconds pulses may, if desired, he used to control a source
of frequency, i.e e , to keep a local source of frequency correct.
The local source of frequency is a vibrating system, such as a tuning
fork, adjusted to vibrate any whole number (up to about 500 ) of cycles
per second. The tuning fork is simply started in natural vibration
and the short pulse received once a second keeps it vibrating. The
tuning fork must be a persistent vibrator, which requires it to be
one of low power loss, Filters may be used if necessary to separate
the seconds pulsgs from the 440 cycles and 4000 cycles.

Part 3 - Standard Audio Frequency.

The two audio frequencies, 44p cycles per second and 4000 cycles
per second may be used as standard frequencies by the methods described
in this section. The presence of the seconds pulses does not inter-
fere, They are in fact advantageous in counting the number of elapsed
cycles or elapsed time, and serve as a station guide or finder during
the quiet portion of the 1-minute announcement period.
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Sine© the audio frequencies are not "broadcast for on© minute
of every five, it is desirable for sou© purposes to us© a local

oscillator operating continuously and check it ag often as desired
against the 44® cycles or 4®0® cycle®®

From the standard audio frequencies 9 my desired frequency may

b® measured® Using any receiving set capable of receiving one of the

carrier frequencies * the standard audio frequencies ©r@ delivered at

the output terminals of the sat® On® of these frequencies may be

used for comparison with a local frequency* thus accurately measuring
the latter, for control of some type of frequency standard,, or for

production of an aeeurat© standard ©f time rate© By the us© of fre^
qaeney multipliers or dividers to step up or down either the incoming
standard frequency* the local frequency* or both* measurements may be

made very conveniently as well as accurately® The cathode-ray oscillo-
scope is a useful instrument in most of the methods® It may be used
a® a measuring device* an indicator of wav© form* a fading indicator,
and an indicator of which ©f two frequencies is the higher, Separ®F=

tion of the two audio frequencies in the output ©f the radio receiver
is not particularly difficult and ®ay be don© to a great extent, with=>

out additional equipment* by using a selective radio receiver® tuning
the receiver slightly high or low will cause 4®00 cycles to predom-
inate while exact- tuning to the carrier frequency largely eliminates
the 4®00 cycles® Complete separation of the frequencies may be had
by using a Wien bridge, a wave filter* or a selective audio-frequency
amplifier® On© of the latter two devices is usually desirable in
order to minimize interfering ©laetriesi noise® Automatic volume
control is an advantage in reducing fluctuations of amplitude and
phase of the received audio frequencies® Other effective filters
©res a tuning fork, & vibrating steel reed,, a synchronous motor-
generator® Magnetostriction bars @r® good filters for higher fre-
quencies* and piezoelectric quartz plates are very good for radio
frequencies®

The following list gives a number ©f basic methods that have been
found practicable®

Methods of Utilizing Received Audio Frequency

«

A® Checking a frequency,,

1® Comparison of received and local frequencies* by timing
change of cathode-ray oscillograph pattern®

a® Direct comparison^
b® Use of harmonic amplifier* to step up®
c® Use of frequency divider* to step down®
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2, Comparison, by recording both frequencies with a recording
oscillograph,

a. Direct comparison,
b. Use of harmonic amplifier, to step up,
c. Use of frequency divider, to step down,

3* Comparison, by recording beats on a graphic recorder.

a. Direct comparison,
b. Use of harmonic amplifier, to step up,
c. Use of frequency divider, to step down®

4. Counting of beats between harmonics,

5, Calibration of a frequency-indicating device,

B® Control of a source of frequency.

1, Timing fork.

2. Audio-frequency oscillator.

3* Radio-frequency oscillator,

e® Production ©f a time rate standard.

In any of these methods, whether it will be more accurate and
convenient to utilize the frequency directly or to use harmonics or

subharmonic 8 depends upon the magnitude and character of the fre-
quency to be checked or controlled, the equipment available, and
the circumstances of the radio reception. For some purposes a com-
bination of two or more methods is useful.

In methods A 9 either high or low standard frequencies may be
produced by using harmonics or subharmonics and amplifying as de-
sired. Standards of low audio frequency (e.g,, 60 cycles per second)

are easily produced by operating a synchronous motor on the ampli-
fier output, with a-c generators of the desired frequency mounted
on the same shaft. Such a motor-generator outfit may be of simple
and fairly cheap type; somewhat like an electric clock. A standard
frequency of 60 cycles can also be obtained with vacuum tubes. First,

500 cycles is obtained from 4000 cycles by frequency division. Then
60 cycles is obtained as the difference frequency between the standard
frequencies of 500 and 440 cycles.

It is convenient in many cases to multiply or divide, add or sub-
trace, harmonics, fractional frequencies, and fractional harmonics of
one or both of the standard audio frequencies. In this way one can
arrive at another standard audio frequency which may be more useful.
Some frequencies available in this manner may be expressed as 440 Fq
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4000 Sz
ud and the sum and difference of these values where K^,

Ig , » S®^ % are integers (l, 2, 3s ®^®)® A few of the frequencies

that can he derived are 88 , 110 , 220 , 330 , 440 , 550 , 660 • 800 , 1000

,

1600 , 2000 , 3200 , 4000 , 5000 , 8000 9 10,000, 16,000, 20,000 cycles per

seconds. By using I values up to 10 and by further divisions, multipli-

cations, additions, and subtractions of derived standard frequencies,

one may obtain a standard audio frequency of any integral number of cycles

per second*

Useful audio frequencies for general measurement and calibration

work are 500 » 1000, and 10,000 cycles per second. These frequencies

can be derived from 4000 cycles, frequency dividing equipment may be

used to obtain 1000 and 500 cycles, while 10,000 cycles may be obtained
as the tenth harmonic of 1000 cycles© A regenerative modulator type

of frequency divider (see reference on page 29 line 15) is in some cases
more suitable than the commonly used multivibrator. Its main advantage
is that no output is obtained during absence of the controlling fre-
quency® A single-tube, self-starting, non-oscillating circuit arrange-
ment of this type can be used to obtain 2000 and 10,000 cycles from
the 4000 cycles. This equipment can be followed by another single-tube
circuit arrangement for supplying 1000 and 500 cycles.

Addition and subtraction of frequeneiei is done by use of the

beat principle, A particularly useful device for doing this is the

ring modulator bridge which may be built up with small dry-disc recti-
fiers of the instrument type (see reference on page 30 line 17). Its
main output is the sum and difference of the two input frequencies,
A filter may he used in the output to select one of the two predominent
frequencies®

In frequency comparisons, if the received standard frequency is
sufficiently free from fluctuations of amplitude or phase, it is gener-
ally found advantageous to make the comparison at some harmonic. For
example, consider the use of method A1 in checking a local frequency
of 60 cycles at its 74th harmonic (4440 cycles). Two frequencies are
applied to the two pairs of plates of a cathode-ray tube and their fre-
quency difference is determined by timing the shift of the pattern on
the screen through one or more complete cycles® A high accuracy of
comparison, better than a part in 5Q0 g000 in this case, may he secured
by timing and determining the difference frequency over a period of
about 20 seconds. One must be sure that there is no fading or other
fluctuation in the received standard frequency when high—accuracy short-
time measurements are made.

The greater the fluctuations of the received standard frequency,
the lower must be the harmonic at which the observations are made and
the longer the time required for the determination. Fortunately, such
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longer time of observation tends to eliminate any error in the result

due to the fluctuation* She better the accuracy required, the longer
must be the time of observation*

The use of the cathode-ray oscilloscope has a number of advantage®
in this as In all the other methods® It simplifies the differentiating
of amplitude variations and interfering noise from phase changes*
Also g if a linear sweep circuit controlled by the local frequency is

used, one can tell readily whether the local frequency is higher or

lower than the standard modulation frequency® If the oscilloscope
beam is swept from left to right end the standing wave moves to the

left th@ local frequency is lows if the standing wave moves to the
right the local frequency is high®

In method A2, use is made of any type of recording oscillograph
that may b© available* It may, for example, b© a photographic film
recorder, or a rotating dram with a pen recording on paper® A require*®

sent is that the time displacement be sufficient to separate the in-
dividual cycles so that the record, can b© readily analysed* In this

method the two frequencies are recorded simultaneously on the same
graphic record, which permits a direct comparison by seme ©f measure-
ments of the photographic or other trace® If the speed of the re-
corder will not give sufficient time displacement, the frequencies
can be stepped down t© a desired value by means of a frequency divider*

An alternative method is to drive a recorder drum with a synchro-
nous motor operated from the local frequency (or on® of its harmonics
or aubhannonics) » In one mode of use the drun carries a raised thread
or spiral, and the paper driven by any desired mm® at some known
speed passes the drum® A record is mad® by causing a spark, controlled
by one of the standard frequencies (or one of its harmonies or sub-
harmonics) , to jump from the spiral thread through the paper and to

a straightedge on the other side of the paper* The type of record
depends on the speed of the drum, and the frequency of the spark* The
method is useful for recording over a long period of time, and for
some types of low-frequency records the spark may be replaced with a
mechanical printing arrangement®

In method A3, the frequency difference between the standard and
the local frequency is measured by combining the two, amplifying the

beat frequency, and rectifying by means of a detector (e.g., copper-
oxide rectifier or diode detector)* A double-diode triode tube is con-
venient for both the amplifying and rectifying® A d-c meter can be
used as a visual indicator, and a relay can be used to operate a
counter® The direct voltage output can also be recorded on paper with
& graphic recorder® If the rate at which the recorder paper moves is
controlled by a synchronous motor, or some type of time marker is used,
a very satisfactory measure of the frequency difference can be made®
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This method is limited t© small frequency differences® If audio fre-

quencies are compared directly rather than by their harmonics » the

method requires the operation of the equipment for a considerable

time®

In method A4, the heats can he counted hy the aid ©£ either aural

or visual indication® A combination of the two aeans is often very

convenient® Yery great accuracy can b@ obtained by using harmonics

that will make frequencies of the order of 100,000 cycles per second®

Broadcast radio frequencies can b© cheeked by using harmonics of

10 ke/@ which i® derived from 4000 cycles®

Measurements can be mad® over any convenient period of time (up

to 4 minutes) e counting the difference frequency (beats) during the

time interval chosen® The precision of such measurements, expressed

as a fraction, is
aAt

t
where n is the beat or difference frequency

in cycles per second, t is the time daring which beats are counted, and

At is the error in measuring t. For example , if the difference fre-

quency is of the order of 1 cycle per second and is counted over a
period of 5 seconds, and the time measurement is accurate to ± Osl
second, the accuracy of the beat frequency measurement is 1 part la 50 *

The accurate control of a source ©f frequency (B in above list)

involves the use of an automatic means of keeping a local source of
frequency in agreement with the received standard audio frequency or a
harmonic or subharmonic® Where the local source of frequency is a
mechanical device, such as a tuning fork or synchronous motor-generator*,

its inertia is useful in carrying along through periods of rapid fluctu-
ation ©f amplitude or phase of the received frequency® Any local
source can usually be 8© designed as to operate through considerable
fading or phase shifts of the received frequency®

If the local scare® is a 440-cycl® or '4000-cycle tuning fork it
can be driven directly from one of the received frequencies® In this
application it is necessary that the adjustment of the fork b© such
that its natural frequency is in agreement with the driving frequency
within rather narrow limits® In one particular installation it was
found that the fork had to be in agreement with the received frequency
within & few parts in 10,000® These limits depend in any particular
ease on such factors as the driving voltage and the mass of the fork®

On© of the standard audio frequencies can similarly be used to

control a multivibrator or other type frequency divider at the funda-
mental or a submultiple frequency® The multivibrator frequency can b©
multiplied by means of tuned harmonic amplifiers to higher frequencies
as desired® While it is also possible to multiply the standard audio
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frequency by means of harmonic amplifiers to radio frequencies and

control a ra&i©-frequency oscillator, this is not commonly done be-
cause the fluctuations could be much greater than when starting with
a standard radio frequency*,

simple means of producing a time rate standard (method C)

from the received standard audio frequency is to use a simple a-c
generator of any desired frequency mounted on the same shaft with a
synchronous motor driven by an oscillator which is checked from time

to time against the received frequency. Such a generator can operate
an electric clock. Thus may be provided a standard ©f time rate for
short periods, as well as of frequency, of an accuracy hitherto not
generally available to laboratories.

Part 4. Standard Musical Pitch .

The continuous 44o-eycle broadcast may be received with a high-
frequency "short-wave" or "all-wave" radio receiving set. The radio
carrier frequencies (2.5, 5t 10 ,

or 15 megacycles per second) are*

much higher than the frequencies on which the usual broadcast enter-
tainment programs are given. The purchaser of a radio should be sure

that its tuning ranges do include 5°0 megacycles as well as the other
high frequencies.

The "all-wave" receiving sets have a number of scales usually
marked in megacycles for the higher frequency scales. The scale should
be set for either 2,5 9 5» 10 or 15 megacycles in order to receive the

standard musical pitch broadcast.

In order to receive this broadcast, considerable care must be used
in the tuning of the radio receiver because a slight adjustment of

the radio receiver at high frequencies changes the tuning by a much
larger amount than at lower frequencies. The standard "A*3 tone (44o
cycles per second) from the transmitter may not be as loud as th©
program usually received from stations in the broadcast band. In

fact at certain times during the day or night, difficulty may be ex-
perienced in satisfactorily receiving the broadcast, because of "static",
electrical noise from electrical devices, and other types of inter-
ference present at the receiving location.

To facilitate the reception of the standard "A" tone, the following
suggestions are given. Turn on the radio receiver and, after allowing
a few minutes for it to warm up 9 adjust the dial to the setting for
one of the carrier frequencies. The volume control should be turned
up. The calibration marked on the dial of the receiver may be in
error by one or two divisions. To locate the stations, slowly adjust
the dial of the receiver from two or three divisions below the desired
frequency marking on the dial to the same amount above. If the note
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of 44© cycles per second i© te@®d, ®djust th® dial very carefully to

giT© the loudest signal and then adjust the volume control to give

the desired volume of loudness* If no signal is heard, raise the

volume control setting and vary th® dial as before*

In sone radio receivers the 440-cycle tone may he received at a

setting other than th® 2*5$ 5“0 10- , or X5-megacycle points marked on

the dial* Kiis is merely @n incident ©f the construction of the radio

receiver* It is usually more satisfactory to employ the setting which

is nearest i© 2*5 e 5, 10, ©r 1§ megacycles©

Besides its use for musical purposes, the 44o-cycle frequency

aay he used for measuring audio frequencies by the methods described

in Part 3 above®

If th® received signal is seriously marred by any sort of fading

or static or other iaterf©rene© , it may nevertheless be used as an

accurate standard by providing a stable audio-frequency oscillator,

adjusting it to sere beat with th® received 44o-cycle signal, and then

utilising the oscillator as the source®

Part 5 - Station Equipment at fWF®

figures 4 and 5 block schematic diagrams showing the arrange-
nent of apparatus, as used at th© radio transmitting station, which
provides the standard frequency and standard time interval broadcast*

W?®8 frequencies and time Intervals ere controlled by a 100 kc/s
standard frequency piezo-oscillator* It is one of seven separate
units used in maintaining the national standard of frequency* Bach
oscillator 1 s frequency is determined by continuous and automatic com-
parisons with the group and with time signals* The average frequency
value is based upon and agrees precisely with the average U* S* Naval
Observatory time signals* ®he broadcast time-interval indications
agree precisely with th© average Navy time signals and are more uni-
formly spaced®

ill audio frequencies, time intervals, and announcements are
supplied by th© specialized equipment indicated in figure 4, and
controlled by a standard frequency of 100 toe/s* frequency dividers
ar© of th© r©gen©rative-^s©tolator typ© &

HI radio frequencies are likewise controlled by the same
standard frequency of 100 ke/s© In figure 5 the radio-frequency
control equipment, and om of th® four high-frequency high-power radio
transmitters are diagraiaHatieally shown®
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Figures 6 and 7 are outside said Inside views of station Wf showing

the four radio transmitters la use* Figures 8 and 9 are front end rear

views of the standard frequency and standard time interval control equip-

men t>»
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McHamara. Proc. I.R.E. 19 , 1384-1390 (1931).

Quartz plate mountings and temperature control for piezo oscillators.
V. E. Heaton and E. G. Lapham* BS J. Research 2* 6S3-69O (1931) »

RP366 . Proc. I.R.E. 20, 261-271 (1932). Discussion^ Proc.

1.

R.E. 20, 1064 (193277

An improved audio-frequency generator. E. G. Lapham® BS J. Bessarch

2, 691-695 (1931); HP367 . Proc. I.R.E. 20, 272-279 (1932)9
•

"

Kae adjustment of the multivibrator for frequency division® J. 7.
Andrew. Proc. I.R.E. 12, 1911-1917 (1931).

The piezoelectric oscillator of improved stability. J. K® Clapp©
General Radio Exp. 6 , pp. l-l6 of Dec. 1931*

Quartz resonators and oscillators. P. Vigoureux. 1931 ® (Obtainable
from British Information Services. 30 Rockefeller Plaza, Hew
York, N.Y.).

A frequency indicator for transmitters. General Radio Esp® 6 , pp.
5-7 of Jan. 1932.
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Notes on the frequency stability of quarts plates* L* B. Hallman

,

Jr* Radio Sag* 12, pp. 15-19 of Peb. 1932*

Quarts crystal resonators* W. A. Marrlson* Bell Laboratories Becord

10, 194-199 (1932).

Silvering electrodes on quartz crystals. 0. B. Parsons. QST 16, p.
20 of March 1932*

Recent developments in precision frequency control* D. E. Replogle*
Radio Eng* 12, pp. 29-32 of April 1932*

An audio oscillator of the dynatron type* D* Hale* Rev* Sci* Instru-
ments 2, 230-234 (1932).

Application of quartz plates to radio transmitters* 0* M. Hovgaard*
Proc. I.R.E. 20, 767-7S2 (1932).

The vibrations of quartz plates* R* C* Colwell* Proc* I*R*E* 20 .

808-812 (1932).

Experimental study of parallel-cut piezoelectric quartz plates*
0. W. Pox and W. 0. Hutton. Physics 2, 443-447 (1932).
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Inc* H* 0* Peterson and A* M* Braaten* Proc* I.R.E* 20,
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The design of temperature-control apparatus for piezo oscillators*
Y. J. Andrew. Rev. Sci. Instruments 341-351 (1932)*

A low-frequency oscillator. J. M* Hudack. Bell Laboratories Record
10, 372-320 (1932).

The quartz oscillator. T. D. Parkin. Marconi Rev, 21. pp. 1-10 of
July-Aug. 1932*

A new beat-frequency oscillator. S. M. Bagno. Radio E ng. 12, pp.
14-15 of Sept. 1932.

The wavemeter yields. C. E, Worthen. General Radio Exp. 7, pp.
1-4 of Oct. 1932.

A precision tuning fork frequency standard. E. Norrman. Proc. I*R.E*
so, 1715-1731 (1932).
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A piezoelectric clock for time and frequency measurements of great
accuracy® A. Seheibe and U« Adelsberger. Physikalische
Zeitschrift 835-841 ( 1932).

On the piezoelectric properties of tourmaline. G. W. Pox and M.

Underwood® Physics 4 9 10-13 (1933)*

Frequency measurements at radio frequencies. Bui. 10, General Radio
Co., Cambridge, Mass® Jan® 1933*

A combination monitor and frequency meter for the amateur. General
Radio Ikp® J, pp e 5=s7 of Jan. 1933*

A heterodyne oscillates of wide frequency range. J. G. Ereer, Jr*
Bell Laboratories Record 11 , 137-139 (1933)®
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Radio 2hg. 13 , PPo 18-19 of Feb. 1933®

Mounting quartz plates. F. R. Lack. Bell Laboratories Record 11,
200-204 (1933).

On tourmaline oscillators® S® Matsumura and S. Ishikawa. Report of
Radio Research in Japan Ho® 1, 1-5 (1933)®
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A 200-kilocycle piezo oscillator. E. G. Lapham. BS J. Research
11, 59-64 (1933); RF576.
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21 , 982-9^3 (1933).

Modes of vibration of piezoelectric crystals. R. H. Williams.
Proc. I.R.E. 21, 990-995 (1933).
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Frequency and drift of quartz frequency standards. A Scheibe and
U. Adelsberger. Aanalen der Physik 18, 1-25 (1933)®

Automatic temperature compensation for the frequency meter. G. F.

Lampkin® QST JLJ, pp. 16-19 of Oct. 1933®

The valve maintained tuning fork as a primary standard of frequency.
D. W. Dye and L. Essen. Proc. Royal Soc. A, 143, 285-306
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A® D9 Martin, J:r. BS Ja B©@©®reh 12 , 1-12 (1934)? SP63Q®

Th© technical arrangements ©f th® quartz controlled clocks of the

Physikalisch-Teehnisch© Rsichsanstalte A* Scheibe and U.

A&@leberg®r* Hoehfrequenztechnik tmd Blektroakustik 43 »

37-^7 (193*0.

Th© beadaetter. 0« i*. Is®sjpkia a QST lg t pp. 35—37 of Teb* 1931*.

Th© testing of frequency monitors for the federal Radio Commission*
W. Be George. Pros® 1.1*1® 22, 449-456 (1934)*

The crystal control of transmitters* R. Beehmaan® Wireless Eng* &
E*p. W. u 8 249-253 (1934)®
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second. L. Essen* Jour® 1*1*1* j4, 595-597 (1934).
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Some improvement* in quartz crystal circuit elements* 7* R» Lack*
G. W* Willard and X.E® Fair® Bell System Tech® Jour. 13 *

453-463 ( 1934)

*

Piezoelectric stabilization of high frequencies. H. Osterberg and
J. W0 Cookson, lev® S©i 0 Instruments J|» 281-286 (1934)*

Rotes on th© measurement ©f radi© frequencies* W*H*7* Griffiths*
Wireless lag. & Exp® w a U* 524-532 (1934).

Th© piezoelectric properties of quartz and tourmaline. 0* W. Fox
and Ge A. fink* Physics J|, 302-306 (1934)*.

Quarts crystal fundamentals®, J© M. Wolfskill. QST 18, pp. 37-40 of
Dee© 1934.

Cutting quartz crystal plates® I. H® Loucks. QSf 1 pp. 36-38 of
Jan® 1935®

Grinding and finishing quartz crystal plates. I* H® L0ucks. QST 19,
pp« 28, J4, ?6. JB, ©f f©b® 1935®

The national primary standard ©f radi© frequency. E* L. Hall, V. E.
Se&toa and 1® Lapham* J® Research UBS l4, 85-98 (1935)?
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Monitoring the standard radio frequency emissions* E* G® Laphaai®

J. Research FBS l4 ;, 227-238 (1935)? HPJ66* Proc. I.R.E. 2J,
719-732 (1935)®

A method of frequency measurement® G» P* Lampkin* Com* & Broad*

Eng® 2, pp* 17, IS of July 1935®

International frequency comparisons by means of standard radio fre-

quency emissions;, L® Essen® Proe® H©y®S©e® (A) 149 , 506-510

( 1935).

Some data concerning the coverage of the five-megacycle standard fre-

quency transmissions® E® L e Hall* Proc© I*R*E* 23, 448-453

(1935).

A frequency-lock arulti-vi&er® J® A® DeYoung* QST !£, pp« 32«33 ^
Sept* 1935®

Crystal oscillators for radio transmitters? an account of experi-
mental work carried out "by the Post Office* 0* f . Booth and
E»J*C® Dixon* Pros* Wireless Section ©f 1*1*1* 10, 129-l6g

( 1935).

A new piezo-electric quartz crystal holder with thena&l compensator*
W® F s Diehl* EGA lev® X, 86-92 ( 1936 ) •

Quartz and Tourmaline* P® Modrak© Wireless Engr* l4, 127”13^* 175“
183 (1937)®

A simplified circuit for frequency substandards employing a new type
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S. C* Sight and W® Willard® Proc® I*R®E® 2$, 549-563 (1937)®

A voltage stabilized high-frequency crystal oscillator circuit* S®

Sabaroff * Proc® I®E*E® 2§, 623*629 (1937)®
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second* 1® A® Thomas® Wireless lag* l4, 299”306 (1937)*

Frequency standardizing equipment* H® J® Finder. Wireless Engineer
14, 117-126 (1937).

Constant temperature? a study of principles in electric thermostat
design, and a mains-op®rated isothermal chamber constant to

one-thousandth of a degree Centigrade* L* B® Turner* Proc®
Wireless Section of I.E.B. 12, 262-285 (1937); J* Inst. Elec®
I ng* 81, 399-417 (1937)®

Quartz plates for frequency sub-standards* S. C. Eight* Bell Lab.
Record 16, 21-25 (1937).
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A note on the calibration of audiofrequency oscillators® M. F®

Astbury. J. Sci. Inst® l4 9 339-341 (1937).

Frequency control with quartz crystals© 27 pages. Ifoglneering

Bulletin Hb6 s Bliley Electric Go©

,

Erie, Pa*

The modulator bridge® R© 1® Heilman® Electronics XX 6 pp* 2g-30
of March 1933®

Precision frequency-control equipment using quartz crystals® Geoffrey
Builder and J. E« Benson® A.W.A® Tech® Rev* » 3# 157-214
(X93«).

A new form of frequency .and time standard® L* Essen* Proc. Phys®
Soc. (London) ^0, 413-426 (1933) e

A new type of frequency-checking device® Georg© Grammar. $ST 22 ,

pp® 21-24 ©f June 1933®

Frequency measuring equipment® I® Lea and K. R® Sturley, Marconi
Rev® No* JO 9 pp© 1-11 of July-Sept. 1933®

Frequency character! sties of quartz oscillators. J. E® Anderson.
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Production of accurate one-second time intervals. ¥. D. George. J.

Research US 21, 367-373 (1933) s BPH36®

The bridge-stabilized oscillator. L e A® Meehan® Proc. I.R.3® 26 ,

127S-1234 (1933)®
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Portable frequency monitoring unit® Georg© W« Curran® Hectrcuics s

12, pp®' 22*25 of Jan® 1939

.

A dual-frequency crystal calibrator. #* A© Leanberg® QST 23 « PP®
33-41 of January 1939* Also available as Engineering Bulletin
$-7» Bliley Electric Go®, I ri@ 8 Pa®

Frequency controlled oscillators® Samuel Sabaroff • Communications

H* PP® 7-9 of Feb. 1939®

The transitron oscillator* C® Brunet ti® Proc. I.R.E, 27, gg-^4
0939).

An improvement in constant frequency oscillators* G. F* Lampkin®
Proc® I.R.E. 2£, 199-201 (1939).
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An ultra-high-freq\iency measuring assembly. S. Sabaroff. Proc.

I.R.E. 2J, 2081-212 (1939).

Frequency compensation. M. L. Levy. Electronics 12, pp. 15-17 of

May 1939.

Fractional-frequency generators utilizing regenerative modulation.
R. L. Miller. Proc. I.R.E. 2J, 446-456 (1939).

A portable frequency standard. R. P. Turner. Radio No. 24l, pp.
16-22 of July 1939.

Low-temperature coefficient quartz crystals. W. P. Mason. Bell System
Tech. J. 12, 74-93 (19^).

A combined variable frequency oscillator and 100-tec standard. R. M k

Stevens. Radio No. 247, pp. 17-22 of March 1940.

A wide range audio oscillator® R. L. Dawley. Radio. No. 250,

pp. 17-22 of June 1940.

A precision frequency meter of range 0 to 2000 Mc/s. Proc. Phys. Soc.

£2, 616-624 (1940).

A precision crystal frequency standard. G. M. Brown. QjST 24. pp.
13-16 of August 1940.

An all electric clock. P. Vigoureux and H. E. Stoakes. Proc. Phys.
Soc. 52, 335 (1940).

Measurements of orchestral pitch. 0. J. Murphy. Bell Lab. Record 19 .

143-146 (1941),

A stabilized frequency divider. G. Builder. Proc. I.R.E. 29, 177-181
(1941).

Frequency division without free oscillation. D. G. Tucker and H. J.

Marchant. The Post Office Electrical Engineers J. 35 No. 2,
62-64 (1942).

A frequency-modulation station monitor. H. R. Summerhayes, Jr. Proc.
I.R.E. JO, 399-404 (1942).

A secondary frequency standard using regenerative frequency-dividing
circuits. F. R. Stanael. Proc. I.R.E. JO, 157-162 (1942).

New reference frequency equipment. V. J. Weber. Bell Lab. Record
21, No. 3 . 73-76 (1942).
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frequency control of load swings* J® I® McCormack and P® J* Lombard

Blec® Hngineering Transactions 6&# 623-624 (1942)*

The technique of frequency measurement® and it® application to tele**

communications* J* 1* Thw&ltes and ?®J®M® Lavar J* last*

Electrical Engineers* g0 part 3 No* 7 s 139~l67 (1942)®

Radi© bibliography® Part 10 - Measurements , general® F® X®
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S 5 s ©nd 6 (19435®
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Identification of harmonics in a harmonic series® J® K« Clapp*
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Continuous interpolation methods® J® K, Clapp® General Badio Ibep*

IS, N0/® 8, 4-S (1944).
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The multivibrator-Applied theory mid design® Bugene R» Shenk,
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